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ABSTRACT

We conducted an in-lab user study with 24 participants to explore the usefulness and usability of privacy choices offered
by websites. Participants were asked to find and use choices
related to email marketing, targeted advertising, or data deletion on a set of nine websites that differed in terms of where
and how these choices were presented. They struggled with
several aspects of the interaction, such as selecting the correct
page from a site’s navigation menu and understanding what
information to include in written opt-out requests. Participants
found mechanisms located in account settings pages easier to
use than options contained in privacy policies, but many still
consulted help pages or sent email to request assistance. Our
findings indicate that, despite their prevalence, privacy choices
like those examined in this study are difficult for consumers to
exercise in practice. We provide design and policy recommendations for making these website opt-out and deletion choices
more useful and usable for consumers.
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(GDPR) and a few US laws — include specific usability requirements [3, 7, 40]. In part due to these regulations, privacy
choices now seem to be ubiquitous on websites. Particularly
common are opt-outs for email communications or targeted
ads, options for data deletion, and controls and consent for use
of cookies [15].
However, availability does not imply usability, leaving open
the question of whether these controls are actually useful to
consumers. We contribute a holistic usability evaluation of the
end-to-end interaction required to use common implementations of these privacy choices. Past work has found various
usability problems with such controls, particularly in tools for
limiting targeted advertising (e.g., [12, 21]). We expand on
that work by exploring the usability of websites’ own opt-outs
for targeted ads. Furthermore, we examine choices beyond
those related to advertising, providing insight into the usability
of email marketing and data deletion choices required by the
CAN-SPAM Act and GDPR, respectively.
We conducted an in-lab usability study with 24 participants.
Participants were first asked about their expectations regarding
websites’ data practices and privacy controls. They completed
two tasks that were representative of common practices for offering privacy choices, as identified by prior work [15]. Tasks
differed by the choice type (opting out of email communication, opting out of targeted ads, or requesting data deletion),
choice location (account settings, privacy policy), and mechanism type (described in policy text, link from policy text).

An expanding body of privacy regulations requires websites
and online services to present users with notices and choices
regarding the usage of their data. These regulations aim
to provide transparency about data processing policies and
give users access and control over their own data. Some regulations — such as the General Data Protection Regulation

We find that despite general awareness of deletion mechanisms
and opt-outs for advertising and email, participants were skeptical of the effectiveness of controls provided by websites. On
the nine websites studied, participants struggled most with
discovering and recognizing pages with opt-out information
and resorted to consulting help pages or contacting the website.
Participants also expressed desire for additional controls over
data sharing and deletion. Our findings suggest several implications applicable to websites similar to those in this study for
making these online opt-out and deletion choices more usable
and useful to consumers.
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We first summarize legislation and self-regulatory industry
guidelines relevant to controls for email marketing, targeted
advertising, and data deletion. We then discuss prior studies
on the usability of privacy controls.

INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND & RELATED WORK

Regulatory Background

The European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) requires websites to provide several types of privacy
choices for European consumers and places a special emphasis
on the usability of these choices. Relevant user rights under
the GDPR include the “right to object” (Art. 21) to the use
of data for direct marketing purposes and the requirement for
clear affirmative consent to targeted advertising (Art. 4). Such
consent in practice is often implemented by cookie consent
banners [4]. Moreover, the GDPR grants a “right to be forgotten,” allowing consumers to request data processors to delete
their personal data (Art. 17) [8].
While the United States does not have a single comprehensive
privacy law, several sectoral laws pertain to the privacy controls we examined in our study. The Controlling the Assault of
Non-Solicited Pornography and Marketing (CAN-SPAM) Act
requires companies to comply with consumers’ wishes to opt
out of receiving marketing emails, and provide a clear explanation for how to use the opt-out [10]. Other laws only apply to
specific populations. For example, the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act of 1998 (COPPA) requires companies that
collect data from children under 13 to honor parental requests
to stop further data collection and delete already-collected
data [11]. Effective in 2020, the California Consumer Privacy
Act (CCPA) provides California residents rights to opt out of
sales of their personal data for marketing purposes and, under
certain circumstances, request deletion [3, 28].
Advertising industry organizations such as the Network Advertising Initiative (NAI), Digital Advertising Alliance (DAA),
and Interactive Advertising Bureau Europe (IAB Europe) have
adopted self-regulatory requirements for their online advertising practices [5, 17, 30]. Specifically, members of the DAA
must provide consumers the choice to opt out of tracking-based
targeted advertising [5]. In light of recent GDPR requirements,
the IAB Europe also developed new guidelines for member
advertisers related to transparency and consent [18].
Design of Privacy Choices

An empirical analysis of controls for email marketing, targeted
advertising, and data deletion conducted by Habib et al. found
that privacy choices are often presented through websites’ user
account settings and privacy policies. However, the terminology used in privacy policies to present these choices is
inconsistent across websites, and quite often choices are not
adequately described [15]. This has negative usability implications, as privacy policies still suffer from poor readability
and consumers rarely read them [9]. Further exasperating
this usability issue is the potential use of dark patterns and
default settings, which could nudge users away from more
privacy protective options [1, 13, 34, 43]. Gray et al. found that
users are more likely to agree to the default option because of
a belief that the product has their best interest in mind, which
may not be the case with respect to data practices and privacy
and could lead to unintended consequences [14].
While the goal of the GDPR is to empower consumers to have
greater control over their personal data, Sanchez-Rola et al.
found that numerous websites in the sample they analyzed

presented misleading information about choices, and few websites provided opt-outs for ad tracking that were easy to find
or effective [37]. The GDPR also led to an increase in the
display of cookie consent banners, but common implementations suffer from functional and usability issues [4]. Utz et
al. found that consumers often clicked cookie consents out of
habit, or believed that the website would not work absent a
click on the consent box [42]. On the other hand, with the
implementation of the GDPR, there is also some evidence that
companies are shifting towards better practices. A study by
Linden et al. suggests that the GDPR was a major driving
force towards significant improvements in the presentation of
privacy policies inside and outside of the EU [22].
Our study expands upon this prior work by examining user expectations for privacy choices and evaluating current practices
for offering choices against these expectations. It highlights
additional usability issues with the design of privacy choices
that make them difficult for people to use and understand.
Usability of Privacy Choices

We next present prior work examining the usability of the privacy choices that were the focus of this study: email marketing,
targeted advertising, and data deletion.
Email Marketing Opt-Outs

In addition to the risk of legal penalties, businesses may also
risk losing customers by using poor practices in email unsubscribe processes. Results from a study of marketing unsubscribe choices by the Nielsen-Norman group indicate that
users may become annoyed with companies and report legitimate messages as spam if unsubscribe options are not clear.
They recommend making unsubscribe links easy to notice and
click or tap on a mobile device. They also suggest removing unnecessary feedback steps or confirmation messages and
avoiding confusing checkboxes on unsubscribe pages [31].
The Internet Society’s Online Trust Alliance (OTA) conducted
an audit of 200 North American online retailers to assess compliance with best practices for email sign-up and unsubscribe
experiences. While the vast majority of audited retailers had
adopted best practices, the report highlighted room for improvement, particularly related to the visibility of opt-out links
in emails. While 84% of retailer emails had clear and conspicuous unsubscribe links, a third presented the link in a smaller
than recommended font size. Additionally, 29% of retailers
had unsubscribe text that did not meet minimum W3C guidelines for contrast ratios, and 64% of retailers did not meet
W3C’s enhanced guidelines [35].
Our study provides additional insight into the usability of
email opt-outs through an empirical user study and evaluates
email controls other than unsubscribe links, such as those
offered through account settings and privacy policies.
Targeted Advertising Opt-Outs

Prior work has shown that websites are non-compliant with
self-regulatory guidelines for targeted advertising, resulting
in limited transparency in opt-out choices for users [16, 20].
Opt-out tools developed by the advertising industry have also
been found to be misunderstood by users. Ur et al. showed

that the DAA’s AdChoices icon does not clearly communicate
whether or not an ad is targeted [41]. Additionally, NAI’s
opt-out tool led users to believe incorrectly that they were
opting out of all data collection [26]. Furthermore, these optout tools rely on cookies, which can cause additional issues
for users. For example, when users clear their cookies their
opt-out preferences will also be removed in the process, which
would require them to opt out again [25].
Browser extensions that block advertising trackers only partially resolve some of these issues. Studies have found that
internet users download blocking extensions for a better browsing experience but still retain a limited understanding of online tracking [24, 38]. Pujol et al. found that many users use
ad-blockers with default settings, which for some extensions
might not actually block all web trackers [36]. This suggests
that even with blocking extensions, people are not fully aware
of the ad opt-out choices they can exercise online. While users
state they want more control over tracking, they are reluctant
to engage deeply with respective tools [27, 39].
Prior research has largely evaluated controls for targeted advertising on the basis of compliance with industry guidelines
and users’ perceptions of what they do, but has not holistically
examined the end-to-end interaction required to use them. Our
study provides additional insights by looking more deeply into
how users discover targeted advertising controls, in the context
of how they are commonly presented on websites.
Data Deletion Choices

Few studies have evaluated data deletion mechanisms, and
thus there are few guidelines or best practices. Murillo et al.’s
2018 qualitative study examined user understanding of online
data deletion and expiration. They found that most participants
were aware of a “backend” to the data deletion process (versus
having an understanding completely based on user interface
components such as delete buttons and trash icons), and they
suggested that information about data deletion should use this
understanding to explain technical constraints of data deletion
and to help users understand data retention periods. They also
found that participants preferred to have context-dependent
control over the expiration of their data, rather than just having
a fixed chronological expiration period [29].
Recent evidence indicates that the GDPR has lead to increased
availability of deletion controls, which are often provided as
instructions through a website’s privacy policy for requesting
deletion of personal data [13, 15]. The service JustDelete.me
provides a database with ratings of the ease of deleting data
from over 500 different websites, and compiles direct links to
the deletion options on those sites. Nearly 40% of the websites
listed in the database are rated as having “hard” or “impossible”
deletion processes. However, this database does not provide
analyses of the full user interaction required to delete data, nor
does it publish its methodology for determining these ratings
or suggest best practices for deletion interfaces [19].
In 2019, Habib et al. analyzed 150 English-language websites
to assess the usability and interaction paths of data deletion
mechanisms (as well as email and advertising opt-out mechanisms). While 74% of websites in their sample offered deletion

controls, only 27 included a direct link to a tool or request
form; 81 offered instructions for a data deletion request rather
than providing a simple tool or form. The types of deletion and
expiration options were not consistent from website to website,
and the time frame in which data deletion would occur was
often ambiguous. Many actions, including form fields and
extraneous confirmations, were sometimes required in order to
delete data. For example, 38 user actions — including filling
out a form with 22 checkboxes — were required to request
data deletion from the New York Times [15].
While prior work has studied users’ mental models of data
deletion through interviews [29], prior usability evaluations
of deletion controls have relied on analysis by usability experts [15, 19]. Our study builds on this work with a user study
that confirms reported usability issues and uncovers others.
STUDY DESIGN

We conducted a lab study with 24 participants. In this section
we describe our study design and data analysis approach.
Study Session Components

Each lab session consisted of an interview portion followed by
a set of tasks conducted on a lab computer. Participants were
also asked follow-up questions after completing each task.
Interview

The first portion of the study session, a semi-structured interview, had a median length of 11 minutes (min: 5 minutes,
max: 22 minutes). First, we asked participants what types of
data they thought websites collected about them and how they
thought it was used. Next we asked participants what types of
controls they expected to have over how websites could use
their data, as well as where they expected to be able to find
these controls. To learn more about expectations related to
email marketing, targeted advertising, and data deletion specifically, we asked participants to recall a recent time when they
received a marketing email, saw a targeted ad, and provided a
website with personal information. For each, we followed up
with questions about what types of control they thought were
available, and how they would attempt to exercise that control.
Task Selection

In the second portion of the study session, we asked each
participant to complete two opt-out tasks on a lab computer.
In each task, participants were asked to use a privacy choice
on a website while thinking aloud. Each privacy choice task
was one of the following: opting out of email newsletters
from a website, opting out of targeted advertising on a website, or requesting deletion of personal information from a
website. Although other privacy choices exist, we wanted to
examine the usability of a set of choices over different types
of data handling practices. Additionally, the choices selected
are prevalent in the current online ecosystem and fall under
legal or other regulatory requirements.
In prior work, we reviewed controls for email marketing, targeted advertising, and data deletion on 150 websites and found
that these choices are most commonly presented using one
of three patterns: a user account setting, a link from the privacy policy, or text instructions in the privacy policy [15]. To

Website Name

Task Type

PP | AS

# Actions

email
email
email
ads
ads
ads
deletion
deletion
deletion

AS
PP
PP
AS
PP
PP
AS
PP
PP

9
5
9
9
16
10
9
46
9

majorgeeks.com
foodandwine.com
internshala.com
wordpress.com
colorado.edu
coinmarketcap.com
phys.org
nytimes.com
runescape.com

Mechanism
checkbox
link to email options
text, refer to emails
toggle option
links to opt-out tools
text, delete cookies
delete account
link to request form
text, email request

Table 1. The websites used for email opt-out, targeted advertising optout, and date deletion tasks and their associated mechanisms in the privacy policy (PP) and account settings (AS), as well as the minimum number of user actions required to exercise each control.

identify specific tasks for this user study, we examined the collected empirical data and looked for websites that used just one
of the three patterns (some websites used more than one pattern, e.g., both a user account setting and privacy policy link).
For each of the task types, we selected three websites that followed these patterns, resulting in a set of nine websites. The
websites selected and their choice mechanisms in the privacy
policy or user account settings are presented in Table 1.
To minimize learning effects and prevent fatigue, we counterbalanced and stratified tasks such that each participant completed two different task types. One task was selected to be on
a website with an account settings mechanism and the other
task on a website with a privacy policy mechanism, allowing
us to examine the usability of the most common practices used
by websites. This resulted in 12 possible groupings of the
websites selected for the study. We recruited 24 participants
and assigned a pair of participants to each grouping, with each
member of the pair performing the tasks in the inverse order.
Task Introduction

Prior to each study session, researchers opened a new window
in Google Chrome’s Incognito mode and logged into a Gmail
account created for the study. Before being given their first
task, participants were told that they could use this Gmail
account and could search online for any information that they
needed to complete the task. Participants were also notified
that, if applicable, they could assume they had user accounts on
the websites they would visit for the study tasks. Participants
were not required to use their own credentials or personal
information for any of the tasks, and instead were provided
with credentials created for the study through printed index
cards when reaching the log-in step on the website.
We described the email opt-out, targeted advertising opt-out,
and deletion tasks to participants as the following scenarios:
You just got the tenth update email from [website] today,
and now you want to stop receiving them.
You’ve been seeing advertisements on [website] for a pair
of shoes that you searched for last month, and now you
want to stop seeing them.
You’re uncomfortable with [website] keeping a record of
your location, and want to remove all of your data from
the company’s databases.

After being read the appropriate scenario, participants were
instructed to open a new browser tab or proceed as they would
at home while thinking aloud.
Task Follow-Up

After each task, we asked a set of follow-up questions regarding the participant’s experience with the task and their
understanding of what effects their actions would have. We
also asked about their past experiences with similar tasks and
their familiarity with the website used in the task.
After participants completed both tasks and the task followup questions, we asked them which task they found easier,
and why. We also asked about their past choices to use optout mechanisms or privacy controls on websites. Lastly, we
inquired as to whether they wished websites offered any additional controls related to privacy or personal data and what
they thought they should look like.
Data Collection

One researcher moderated all participant sessions. A second
researcher attended each session to take notes. At the beginning of their session, participants completed a consent form
that described the nature of the interview and tasks and notified participants that audio and screen recordings would be
captured. We audio-recorded participants’ responses to interview questions, comments and questions during the computer
tasks, and responses to follow-up questions after the computer
tasks. Participants’ actions during the computer tasks were
screen-recorded. This study was approved by the Institutional
Review Boards (IRB) at Carnegie Mellon University and the
University of Michigan.
The 24 participants were recruited locally in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania using Craigslist, Reddit, and a university subject pool.
In recruitment posts, potential participants were invited to
complete a screening survey with questions about demographics, as well as engagement in four common privacy practices
selected from a Pew Research Center survey [23]. A sample of
participants — diverse in gender, age, and educational attainment — was selected from among the respondents. Those who
completed the in-lab study session were compensated with a
$20 Amazon gift credit. The study sessions lasted a median
of 50 minutes (min: 30 minutes, max: 78 minutes). The large
variance in session duration was related to how fast participants were able to complete their tasks. While all participants
attempted their tasks, those who stated they did not know what
to do next or still had not completed the task after eight minutes were given a hint to log in or look for a “privacy-related
page” (depending on the task). This threshold of eight minutes was determined through pilot sessions. Any assistance
provided was noted and incorporated into our analysis.
Data Analysis

Interview recordings were transcribed using an automated transcription service (temi.com), and a researcher then corrected
errors in the transcripts. The use of a third-party transcription service was IRB-approved, and participants consented to
the sharing of recordings with a third-party service. We took
extra measures to preserve participants’ privacy prior to uploading the recordings by removing any personally identifying
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Figure 1. Terminology used to present relative frequency of themes.

details, such as name and address, that a small number of our
participants revealed during their interview. We conducted
inductive coding on the interview transcripts. To develop an
initial codebook, one researcher performed open coding to
identify themes and merged common codes as needed. Two
researchers then collaboratively revised the codebook after
individually coding a random sample of six interviews using
the initial iteration of the codebook and reviewing all disagreements in their coding. After coming to an agreement on the
codebook, the remainder of the interviews were double-coded.
Any disagreements were again reviewed and reconciled.
We created an analysis template to systematically count the
interactions and errors made during the tasks. One researcher
reviewed all screen recordings of the session tasks along with
any researcher notes from the session to create initial counts
of interactions and errors. Another researcher then reviewed
and confirmed the interactions recorded.
We organized our findings according to the User Action Framework, which offers a systematic framework for assessing and
reporting usability data. Within this framework, Andre et
al. [2] adapted Norman’s theory of human-computer interaction [32] and discuss user interaction in terms of four cyclic
phases: high-level planning (“users determine what to do”),
translation (“users determine how to do it”), physical action
(“users do the physical actions they planned”), and assessment (“users assess the outcome of their actions”). We previously applied this framework to online privacy choices in
our empirical analysis of opt-out and data deletion actions
across websites, and mapped these phases of the interaction
to finding, learning, using, and understanding privacy choice
mechanisms [15]. Here we apply the same framework to the
actions we observed in the lab.
As our study was primarily qualitative, we do not report exact
numbers when presenting most of our study findings. However,
following recent qualitative work at CHI [6], we adopted the
terminology presented in Figure 1 to provide a relative sense
of frequency of major themes.
Limitations

The exploratory nature of this study provides insights into
possible usability issues with common practices used to provide privacy choices, but cannot provide quantitative claims
about how frequently these issues may occur in the real world.
Similarly, our limited sample size of 24 participants, though
diverse, was not representative of all internet users, and likely
over-represented technically savvy users. Thus the frequency
of issues reported by our participants may not reflect the frequency with which these issues would be encountered by a
general population. However, it is unlikely that less technically

savvy users would face fewer issues when opting out or deleting their data. As such, the issues and opinions highlighted
only represent a subset of all possible ones.
While our sample of nine websites was representative of the
common practices websites use to provide privacy choices, it
is not representative of all types or categories of websites that
exist. Our results may not generalize to other types of websites,
particularly those that are more complex than those included
in our sample and offer multiple products or services. Additionally, design variations and specific peculiarities of each
website may have impacted the difficulty of exercising the privacy choices present and thus participants’ opinions. However,
this was a deliberate trade-off as using live websites allowed us
to gain insight into the usability of real-world privacy choices.
We note specific features that seemed particularly detrimental
or helpful when exercising privacy controls.
While our study was designed to mitigate learning effects, it is
still possible that participants used knowledge acquired in their
first task to complete their second task. Similarly, while we
avoided directly mentioning “privacy” or “security” during the
pre-task interview (unless a participant brought up the topic),
the questions may have biased participants to think more about
privacy and security than they otherwise would have.
PARTICIPANTS

Table 2 provides a summary of participant demographics, as
well as which tasks participants were assigned. In our sample,
13 participants identified as female and 11 as male. Our sample had a wide distribution of ages, but skewed towards higher
levels of educational attainment. Six participants reported
having an education in or working in computer science, computer engineering, or IT. In their responses to the screening
survey, all 24 participants reported to have cleared cookies
or browsing history, 22 had refused to provide information
about themselves that was not relevant to a transaction, 13 had
used a search engine that does not keep track of search history,
and 10 added a privacy-enhancing browser plugin like DoNotTrackMe or Privacy Badger. This distribution is somewhat
higher than that found by Pew [23], suggesting our sample
may be more privacy-aware than the general public. Almost
all participants reported having prior experience with controls
for email marketing, and most had prior experiences with
advertising and deletion controls.
RESULTS

We next present our findings structured around the four stages
of the interaction cycle: finding, learning, using, and understanding privacy choice mechanisms. We highlight participants’ expectations, actual performance in session tasks, as
well as website practices that make exercising privacy choices
more difficult for users and those that make it easier.
Planning: Finding Privacy Choices

Participants expected to find privacy choices within the context
of how a website uses their data (for example, unsubscribe
links within emails) or on a user account settings page. The
presence of multiple paths to a privacy control made the control easier to find.

ID

Gender

Age

Education

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10
P11
P12
P13
P14
P15
P16
P17
P18
P19
P20
P21
P22
P23
P24

F
F
F
M
F
F
F
F
F
M
M
F
M
F
M
F
M
M
F
M
F
M
M
M

35-44
18-24
25-34
55-64
45-54
25-34
45-54
25-34
25-34
25-34
55-64
18-24
35-44
18-24
18-24
55-64
45-54
55-64
55-64
35-44
35-44
25-34
18-24
25-34

Professional
Bachelors
Some college
Bachelors
Bachelors
Masters
Associates
Bachelors
Bachelors
Masters
Masters
Associates
Some college
Bachelors
Bachelors
Bachelors
Associates
High school
Masters
Associates
Masters
Bachelors
Masters
Bachelors

Technical

X
X
X
X
X

X

Task 1

Task 2

majorgeeks
wordpress
wordpress
wordpress
wordpress
phys
phys
phys
phys
colorado
nytimes
internshala
foodandwine
nytimes
runescape
foodandwine
coinmarketcap
colorado
majorgeeks
majorgeeks
majorgeeks
coinmarketcap
internshala
runescape

runescape
internshala
foodandwine
nytimes
runescape
internshala
foodandwine
coinmarketcap
colorado
majorgeeks
majorgeeks
wordpress
wordpress
wordpress
wordpress
phys
phys
phys
coinmarketcap
colorado
nytimes
majorgeeks
phys
majorgeeks

Table 2. Participant demographics (gender, age, education, technical
background) and task assignments.

Expectations are dependent on choice type

In response to pre-task questions, some participants mentioned
expecting to find data-use controls in the account settings or
on a privacy settings page. A few participants mentioned
consent dialogues, either through the browser or the website.
Additionally, a few participants described browser settings or
functions, such as private browsing and plugins.
Participants had similar responses when describing where they
would like privacy controls to be placed. Half of the participants suggested that controls should be placed within a website’s account settings. Some preferred to see privacy controls
in context on the website (e.g., where data is collected). Other
suggestions provided by participants included being able to
email a company with requests and receiving monthly digest
emails summarizing the data the website has about them.
When asked about email marketing controls, almost all participants mentioned unsubscribe links within emails. Some
also described more granular controls, such as the ability to
select which marketing messages to receive or to change the
frequency of emails through website account settings. Some
described other control mechanisms, such as contacting the
website and using unsubscribe features built into email clients.
To control the display of targeted advertising, about half the
participants mentioned privacy enhancing strategies, such as
using ad-blocking extensions, clearing the browser history,
using private browsing mode, changing browser settings, or
using a privacy-protective search engine. A few participants
mentioned being able to find controls by interacting with the
corner of an advertisement (likely referring to the DAA’s AdChoices icon or ad controls provided by social media sites).
Only a few participants mentioned controls for advertising
being available in the account settings. A few also mentioned
avoiding clicking on ads as a type of control.
Most participants expected deletion controls to be available in
the account settings, and some believed that deletion could be
achieved by contacting the website. Only a few participants

mentioned finding deletion controls elsewhere on the website,
such as in a frequently-asked-questions page.
Participants’ initial strategies varied by choice type

Most of the 16 participants assigned to an email opt-out task
first looked for or used an unsubscribe link in an email sent
by the website, which could be found in the provided Gmail
account. Almost all participants reported using such links
prior to the study. A few had other initial strategies for finding
unsubscribe mechanisms, such as using the search feature of
the browser to find the term “unsubscribe” on the home page
or the search feature of the website to find the privacy policy.
Participants used a variety of strategies for completing their
targeted advertising opt-out task, some of which were more
effective than others. Some first went to the account settings,
while only a few first looked in the privacy policy. A few
explained that they would try to find an ad on the website and
look for an icon leading to opt-out options. A few went into the
browser settings to look for advertising-related options, while
a few others immediately resorted to emailing the website for
help. As P18 reasoned, “Well, if they’re not able to help then
they would respond back and say here is the correct way to opt
out of what you’re looking for.” A few participants looked for
opt-out choices on other pages, such as the website’s cookie
policy, terms of service, and frequently-asked-questions page.
Participants had a more uniform set of strategies for deletion
mechanisms. Most immediately logged into the website. A
few resorted to frequently-asked-questions pages or contacting
the website. Finally, a few participants looked for accountrelated information in registration emails from the website.
Policy and settings mechanisms required assistance

Almost all participants required assistance finding the account
setting or privacy policy mechanism related to their study task.
On the three websites that had privacy choices in account settings, some were able to use the mechanism on their own after
being prompted to log into the website, but a few needed further guidance to look within the account settings to complete
the task. P6, who was unable to find the advertising opt-out on
wordpress.com described the process: “It’s what I call a scavenger hunt. I’ve gone all throughout this website, apparently
a legitimate website, but I still can’t do what I really like to
do.” On the six websites where the privacy choices were in the
privacy policy, some were able to find the privacy choice text
or link without guidance (however P10 admitted they were
prompted to think about privacy because of the pre-task interview). A few were able to use the choice mechanism after they
were given the hint to look for a privacy-related page, while
a few others did not initially see the control in the policy and
required prompting to look further.
Poor labels cause confusion

On two of the websites, there were multiple pages that had
labels with words that were related to what the task was. For
example, some participants assigned to opt out of email marketing from majorgeeks.com went to a different settings page
called “alert preferences” that included settings related to notifications received while on the website. The correct setting

using a website entirely. However, a few participants discussed
deletion controls prior to being prompted.

Figure 2. Screenshot of settings menu on majorgeeks.com where participants had difficulty finding the correct path to e-mail opt-outs.

could be found under the “privacy” or “contact details” settings pages. However, as seen in Figure 2, these options were
presented in a list with no descriptions. Similar confusion
occurred on coinmarketcap.com where a few participants assigned to find controls related to targeted advertising went to
a page linked from the homepage called “advertisers” with
information for companies that wished to place ads on the site.
This suggests that more descriptive labels on these websites
would help users find choice mechanisms more easily.
Multiple paths made choices easier to find

On some websites, there were multiple paths to the same
choice mechanism, which made them easier to find. All participants assigned to request data deletion from nytimes.com
first visited the account settings, where they found a link to
the privacy policy, which in turn contained a link to the request form. Similarly, most participants assigned to request
data deletion from runescape.com used the site’s search feature
or looked through its support pages and found a page titled
“Your Personal Data Rights,” which provided a summary of
the same information provided in the privacy policy. However,
one additional location where participants expected an opt-out
choice for email marketing was on the page to subscribe to
emails. All four participants assigned to find the opt-out link
in foodandwine.com’s privacy policy clicked on the prominent
“subscribe” button on the homepage and expected to find a
means to unsubscribe.
Translation: Learning Privacy Choices

Participants had clear expectations about what choices available to them should do. We also observed several design
decisions made by websites that impacted participants’ comprehension of these choices.
Participants desired controls over data sharing and deletion

Participants demonstrated incomplete mental models of the
choices that were provided to them, especially when describing controls related to how websites can use collected data
in the abstract. The only website-offered controls that were
mentioned by multiple participants were cookie consent notices and security controls, such as encryption or multi-factor
authentication. A few participants mentioned withholding information about themselves when using a website or avoiding

Participants’ understanding of website-provided controls appeared more concrete when asked about specific practices,
such as email marketing, targeted advertising, and data deletion. As mentioned earlier, nearly all reported that they had
used unsubscribe links within emails. Related to advertising,
some participants expected to be able to report a particular
advertisement as irrelevant. Half of the participants who mentioned this type of control also mentioned seeing such a control
on a social media website, such as Facebook or Twitter. Only
a few expected to be able to opt-out of targeted advertising
entirely. When asked about choices related to data deletion,
some were unaware of deletion controls offered by websites,
but about half expected to be able to delete data from their
profile and some mentioned being able to delete their entire
account. Nearly all participants who mentioned a deletion
mechanism stated that they had used such controls in the past.
When asked about privacy controls they wished websites offered, most participants mentioned controls for data sharing
and deletion. As P11 stated, “Well in the ideal world, you
should be able to tell the website, look, I’m giving you this
information, but don’t share it.” A few mentioned wanting to
tell websites to not save their information, while a few others
desired greater controls over content that is displayed to them,
such as recommended articles. More broadly, a few participants expressed a desire for greater transparency about data
sharing or existing controls. However, a few others stated that
they were satisfied with their current privacy options or could
not articulate additional desired control mechanisms.
Formatting and text cause confusion

Another usability issue that made it difficult for participants
to interpret choices was poor formatting and explanatory text.
Most participants trying to find information about opt-outs
for advertising in coinmarketcap.com’s privacy policy clicked
on the link to install the Google Analytics opt-out browser
extension, likely due to the placement of a link in policy text
referring to advertisers and the use of cookies. However, the
opt-out extension only opts users out of Google’s tracking
for analytics purposes, and not advertising. Similarly, most
participants assigned to runescape.com found a page related
to data rights, but had difficulty figuring out how to actually
request deletion because of the page’s format. As seen in
Figure 3, removing your personal data appears to be a clickable
option. However this is not the case and most were confused
about why nothing appeared to happen. The text description
provided after a list of data rights directs users to complete
a subject access request form, labelled as “Make a Subject
Access Request,” which is linked after a button labelled “Fix
it Fast: Account Settings.” Most participants who saw this
page incorrectly clicked on the account settings link instead of
requesting deletion through emailing the contact provided on
the page or the request form, as instructed. The placement of
these two links made it unclear which privacy rights listed on
the page could be accomplished through each mechanism.1
1 This page on runescape.com was updated after our study. The
new version partially addresses these issues by reducing the page’s
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Figure 3. List of data rights available on runescape.com which misleadingly seem clickable.

Conversely, colorado.edu’s privacy policy contained links to
the three advertising opt-out tools in a single paragraph, which
led participants to at least see all three tools (even if none
actually selected all three, as discussed in the next subsection).
On phys.org a clear “Manage account” button visible on the
landing page of the account settings conveyed the correct interaction path to almost all participants assigned to the website.
However, some of the participants who clicked this button and
saw the setting to delete the account were unsure whether that
mechanism would also delete their data, and navigated away
from the page to look for other options. A statement indicating
that profile data will be erased permanently was not presented
until after clicking the initial delete button. However, once
participants saw this confirmation they were assured that the
mechanism would accomplish their task.
Physical Action: Using Privacy Choices

Exercising privacy choices required a high level of effort from
participants, as measured by the number of actions such as
clicks, scrolls, and checkboxes in the interaction path of using
a choice mechanism. Certain practices used by the websites
in our sample made exercising choices more difficult.
High level of effort exerted in exercising policy choices

Figure 4 displays the number of user actions in participants’
interaction path when using privacy choices located in the
account settings and privacy policy. Using a choice mechanism
in account settings resulted in an average of 26.1 user actions
(min: 8, max: 43, sd: 11.5). Interactions using links in the
privacy policy had 37.5 actions (min: 11, max: 59, sd: 15.2),
on average, and those with text instructions in the policy had
57.6 (min: 18, max: 87, sd: 27.5). While policy links took
participants exactly where they needed to go, text instructions
were vague and required extra effort to figure out what to
do. Furthermore, participants took many more steps than
text. However, it is still unclear which privacy rights listed can be
accomplished by the two mechanisms shown.

Privacy Policy Link

Privacy Policy Text

Figure 4. Number of clicks, scrolls, form fields, check boxes, hovers,
and other user actions, averaged over all websites, in the participants’
interaction with account settings and policy choices.

the shortest, ideal path for completing a task. The shortest
interaction path for account settings mechanisms would have
taken 9 total actions averaged over the three websites, while
policy link choices needed 22.3, and policy text required 9.3.
Most participants who used the account settings mechanisms
on wordpress.com or phys.org said that they were easy to use
because of the simplicity of the setting. For example, P6
described the account deletion process on phys.org: “It said
delete my account which was pretty clear. And then there was
this other page that like made it very clear that that’s what was
going to happen.” Some noted that these mechanisms were
easy to find. A few appreciated that, unlike another mechanism
they used, the account settings option would be applied right
away and did not require a response from the website. Nearly
all participants assigned to opt out of emails from majorgeeks.
com also found the mechanism straightforward or easy to use,
but most found the setting hard to find.
Participants who were assigned to tasks with privacy choice
links or text instructions in the website’s privacy policy explicitly mentioned that they found these mechanisms hard to find
or that finding them required too much reading. Reactions
to the data deletion request form on nytimes.com were mixed.
Most participants disliked being presented with many similarseeming options related to data processing, only being able
to submit one request type at a time, or having to manually
select 22 services from a list. However, others reported that
the policy was easy to find through the account settings and
the form was straightforward to use.
Unsubscribe links within emails were also considered straightforward to find and use. Participants highlighted user-friendly
features these pages that they encountered previously or during the study. These included opt-outs that were automatically
applied without extra confirmation or entry of their email address, as well as interfaces that allowed users to select emails

from the website they would like to continue to receive (as
long as a button to opt-out of all emails was visibly present).
Choices require unnecessary user effort

Some practices used by websites for offering privacy choices
place undue burden on users. An example is requiring users
to submit written requests, a common practice websites use to
offer data deletion [15]. Participants had difficulties articulating such requests. P4, who was trying to opt-out of targeted
advertising on wordpress.com, drafted a message to customer
service that asked “How can I delete a specific webpage that
is contacting me?” Additionally, a few participants who wrote
account deletion or unsubscribe requests did not include all
the information the website would need to act on their request,
such as the username or email address.
Another practice that complicates opt-out choices for users is
offering multiple links to different opt-out tools. The privacy
policy for colorado.edu contained links to advertising opt-out
tools offered by the DAA, NAI, and Google. All participants
assigned to this website visited only one or two of the three
links. Participants had varying justifications for which links
they clicked on. Half selected the DAA and NAI links because they (correctly) believed they would apply to multiple
third-parties and not just Google. However, many entities
participate in both industry opt-out programs, and participants
may not have realized the overlap. Another explained that they
chose to click on the Google advertising opt-out because they
were already within Google’s ecosystem (i.e., using Google
Chrome and Gmail) so they thought the opt-out would be
more broadly applied, especially if they stayed logged into
the Google account. Though Google owns the largest online
advertising exchange, using an industry provided opt-out tool
may have greater impact on limiting targeted ads.
Simple design flaws also place extra burden on users. For
example, on majorgeeks.com when a user changes a setting it
is not automatically saved; users have to press a “save” button
at the bottom of the page. The website also does not provide
a warning that there are unsaved changes. A few participants
assigned to this website found the correct opt-out setting but
did not press “save,” resulting in lost changes and the opt-out
not being applied. This is an example of a post-completion
error [33]. In contrast, a warning reminded a few participants
assigned to wordpress.com to save their changed settings.

“I think it would be really difficult to like kind of untether them
from each other cause I know they have a lot of agreements
with each other and stuff like that.” Some expressed skepticism that their data would actually be permanently deleted by
a company when requested. As P6 stated, “I think that I could
like go through the motions of deleting the information, but I
feel like it might still be there even if I tried to delete it.”
We also noted that skepticism of deletion choices persisted
even after participants used deletion mechanisms in the study.
A few participants assigned to phys.org believed they were
simply deactivating their account and that their account data
would not actually be deleted by the company. A few others
assigned to nytimes.com or runescape.com were unsure whether
or not their data would be fully deleted.
We observed that participants had more confidence in the
mechanisms they used to opt-out of email marketing, due in
part to prior experience. Almost all participants who used
an email opt-out believed that they would eventually stop
receiving emails from which they opted out, even if it takes a
few days. A few mentioned they might receive a final email to
confirm their unsubscribe request.
Confusion about scope of targeted advertising opt-outs

Most participants assigned to use an advertising opt-out had
misconceptions about whether the mechanism they used would
be effective across different browsers or devices. Some who
used cookie based opt-outs on coinmarketcap.com or colorado.
edu were unsure or had misconceptions about whether they
would continue seeing targeted ads. Most misconceptions
were related to inaccurate mental models of how cookies were
stored, with some believing that they were synced to a user’s
Google profile. Thus they believed that any changes to cookies
made using Chrome on a computer would prevent them from
seeing targeted ads when they used Chrome on their phone.
DISCUSSION

We conducted an in-lab study with 24 participants to explore
the usability and usefulness of privacy controls. Our results
highlight several design and policy implications for how websites, particularly those that offer a small number of privacy
choices such as those in our sample, should present controls for
email marketing, advertising, and deletion. However, further
study is needed before these initial findings can be translated
to broader policy or design recommendations.

Assessment: Understanding Privacy Choices

Participants expressed skepticism that the privacy choices they
use will actually be honored by websites. Websites were also
unclear about what happens when such controls are used.
Skepticism of privacy choice effectiveness

During the pre-task interview, participants expressed doubts
that data-related controls companies offered actually were effective. A few thought that there was nothing they could do
to control ads, or were skeptical that available control mechanisms changed which ads were displayed. As P16 explained,
“It’s like the door open/close on the elevator. It’s just there to
make you feel like you have some power. But I really don’t
think it does anything.” Others assumed data-sharing agreements between companies precluded opt-outs. P12 explained,

Design Implications

We noted several design decisions that made completing the
privacy choice tasks particularly difficult, as well as some that
seemed to aid participants. Our findings are especially relevant
to controls in user account settings or privacy policies.
Provide unified settings in a standard location

Unifying privacy choices into a single, standard location (perhaps in the form of a dashboard) would likely make these
controls easier for users to find. Some participants recognized
that many websites have controls in account settings pages
and looked for controls there. If the practice of putting privacy
choices in account settings was more widely adopted and promoted, it is likely that most users would learn to look there.

However, privacy controls for which a login is not essential
should also be available without requiring users to log in or
even to have an account.
Privacy controls could also be implemented as an interface
within web browsers, which in turn could convey users’ choice
information to websites in a computer-readable format. This
could allow for opting out once for all websites (the idea
behind the Do Not Track mechanism), or for all websites
that meet certain criteria. It could also save users the effort
of finding choice mechanisms on websites and instead allow
them to go to the choice menu in their web browser, where
they would be provided with available choices that could be
exercised through the standard interface.

skepticism. For example, phys.org stated the time period after
which account data would be deleted in the final step of the
account deletion process. Websites should also provide confirmation that a choice has been applied after users complete the
process. A confirmation message can be displayed within the
website itself if the choice is immediately applied. For choices,
such as email unsubscribes, that require time to process and
complete, at minimum there should be a confirmation message
that acknowledges the request and provides a clear estimate
of how long it will take to honor the request. For requests,
such as those for data deletion, that may take more time before
the choice is fully applied, the website should also send a
confirmation email.

Supplement with additional paths and in-place controls

Public Policy Implications

Even after unifying choices in one place, websites should still
offer multiple paths to those controls so that they are easy to
find. Links to privacy controls should be placed anywhere
users might look, such as the account settings, privacy policy,
and website help pages. For example, all participants assigned
to the nytimes.com reached the deletion request form in the
privacy policy through the account settings, not the link in
the website footer mandated by the California Online Privacy
Protection Act (CalOPPA). Websites should ensure that if they
have multiple links or mechanisms they are consistent with
each other and lead to the same results.

The recent enactment of comprehensive privacy legislation,
such as the GDPR and CCPA, require companies to not only
offer privacy choices, but also make them usable. Prior laws,
such as the CAN-SPAM Act, included requirements for privacy mechanisms to be clear and conspicuous. Our results
indicate that website privacy choices similar to those in our
study remain difficult for users to find and use, but that some
of these usability requirements are having an impact.

Control mechanisms that are offered within the context of
how data is used by the website can also supplement unified
privacy dashboards. With email marketing, participants in our
study were generally aware of unsubscribe links in emails and
thought they were easy to find. Similarly, a few participants
recalled the ability to control targeted ads on a website by
interacting with the corner of an ad.
Reduce effort required to understand and use choice

Websites in our study imposed much of the effort required
to exercise privacy choices onto users. It was up to users to
distinguish between multiple targeted advertising opt-out tools
and figure out how to articulate written deletion requests. For
these choices to actually be useful, websites need to place more
effort into packaging them into simple settings offered through
the website. The mechanisms participants favored the most in
our study were toggles or clearly-labelled buttons offered in
the account settings. Such settings could automatically place
opt-out requests through commonly used industry tools such
as those offered by the DAA and NAI, or trigger database
queries to remove a user’s personal information.
How privacy controls are labelled and organized in a unified
privacy dashboard will impact their usability. Our study highlighted that imprecise navigation labels may confuse users.
Within a page, controls should be clearly organized and labelled. Websites should conduct user testing with the design of
their particular privacy dashboard pages to ensure that people
can find the information they need.
Bolster confidence that choices will be honored

Participants in our study were skeptical that privacy choices
would actually be honored by websites. Better communication about what exactly a setting does also could help relieve

We observed that unsubscribe links within emails had better
usability relative to the user account and privacy policy mechanisms we studied. This is likely an effect of CAN-SPAM
Act requirements. From our study, it is apparent that unsubscribe links are widely used and that, over time, people have
learned to expect these links in the marketing emails they
receive. For other regulation to have similar impact, design
guidelines for how websites should present privacy choices
may be helpful. Guidance on where and how privacy controls
should be presented will likely lead to less variation among
websites and could allow users to develop consistent expectations. Moreover, future regulation should incorporate the
results of usability studies to inform these design guidelines
or could require websites to conduct user testing to ensure that
choices are useful and usable for consumers.
CONCLUSION

We conducted a 24-participant in-lab usability evaluation of
privacy controls related to email marketing, targeted advertising, and data deletion. Our findings highlight the need to
better align the location and functionality of choices to user
expectations of where to find these choices and how to operate
them. Additionally, simple interface changes, including better labeling and use of confirmation messaging, would make
choices more useful and increase users’ confidence in their effectiveness. Furthermore, the relative success of unsubscribe
links mandated by the CAN-SPAM Act suggests that the standardization of choices through regulation could improve the
usability of choices.
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